
Approximately 100 districts will be selected to to test the new grants model between 1 
July 2010 and 30 June 2013.
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During the course of this presentation, the following topics will be addressed:
•background of FVP; why and how it was developed
•overview & objectives of the new grant model
•highlight the resources available to Rotarians
•As there are both veterans and new rotarians of varying knowledge level, my ppt will indicate if 
it is a basic or advanced level information
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Future Vision is a:
･strategic plan for The Rotary Foundation – it is not a replacement of TRF
･new approach to how the Foundation provides grants to clubs and districts
･way to build on success of Foundation programs, such as PolioPlus, Health, Hunger 
and Humanity Grants, and Rotary Centers for International Studies
･means to better align community service projects around the world 
･new structure and organization of committees handling Foundation activities at the 
district and club level
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In anticipation of The Rotary Foundation’s 100-year anniversary in 2017, the 
Trustees set out to develop a plan to move the Foundation toward its second 
century of service. FVP is developed after a interviews, surveys, focus groups, 
and input sessions 

The plan updates the Foundation’s mission and creates a more effective and 
efficient way to help Rotarians develop diverse projects with greater impact andefficient way to help Rotarians develop diverse projects with greater impact and 
sustainable outcomes.
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Over the past three decades, Rotarians have increasingly relied on The Rotary 
Foundation to help them address humanitarian and educational needs locally and 
abroad.

As Rotarians generously increased their giving to the Foundation and proposed 
additional ways to address humanitarian and educational needs, the Foundation 
responded by offering new programs.responded by offering new programs.

Some examples of this program growth include the establishment of Health, Hunger and 
Humanity (3-H) Grants in 1979 and the exponential growth in Matching Grants in the 
past 10 years. District Simplified Grants were created in 2003 and became a popular 
way for districts to distribute grant funds directly to clubs for projects in their own 
communities and abroadcommunities and abroad. 

However, it is the Foundation’s focused efforts on polio eradication that have led to its 
most internationally recognized accomplishments and attracted support and funding 
from governments, NGOs, and most recently the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 
which has committed a total of $355 million to The Rotary Foundation.  
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The growth in activity in the Educational and Humanitarian program areas has made it 
increasingly difficult for these programs to produce high impact, focused, and 
sustainable outcomes while providing timely service. As the Foundation adapted to the 
increasing numbers of grant requests, its processes became more complex, larger, and 
less efficient. Rotarians demand and deserve a more simple and more effective 



The Rotary Foundation is Rotary’s charitable organization.

The motto of The Rotary Foundation is doing good in the world.

The mission of The Rotary Foundation is to enable Rotarians to advance world 
understanding, goodwill, and peace through the improvement of health, the 
support of education, and the alleviation of poverty.
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Based on feedback from tens of thousands of Rotarians around the world who 
participated in surveys and focus groups: the Future Vision Plan has the following 
objectives:
･Strengthening the impact of club projects on beneficiaries
･Sharpening the focus of overall grant activity
･Increase the sense of ownership at the district and club levels by transferring 
more decisions to the districtsmore decisions to the districts
･Partnering with other organizations on the corporate level to leverage foundation 
funding and Rotary’s resources 
･Simplifying the Foundation to help expedite grant processing
･Increasing visibility and the image of Rotary locally and globally
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A major objective of Future Vision is to strengthen the impact of the projects and 
activities conducted by Rotarians.  

Rotary Foundation Global Grants will enable Rotarians to identify projects that have 
greater impact on the beneficiaries by offering support in designing projects with 
sustainable outcomes.  These projects will be developed in partnership with other clubs 
and districts.and districts.
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